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Whale Watching in a Wayfarer.
Summer 2001.

W7194 The Other Woman
Crew: Kevin Mingay and Bill Eadie.

Day 1 - Monday
Storth, Cumbria to Portree, Isle of Skye.

When planning the trip we kept an open mind as to where we would launch
from. The basic plan of the cruise was to head for the Outer Isles. Any cruise
of this nature has to be flexible to accommodate changing weather conditions.
As we left Cumbria the weather forecast indicated that we would not be
heading across the Minch immediately, so our bad weather altemative was
Plockton, where we felt that we would be able to sail somewhere in the shelter
of Skye. As we drove up the M74 the van boiled over and burst a water pipe.
As National Breakdown could not repair it within 24 hours the next question
was: Where would you like to go? Bill being a canny Scot quickly realised that
Plocton was on the mainland side of the bridge, whereas if we went to Portree
we would not pay toll on the Skye Bridge! It also transpired that Portree was
the best place to have the van sorted out. When we arrived in Portree the
breakdown truck driver showed us where a Renault garage was, then took us
to an ideal free long-term car park in town, and then on to the harbour to show
us the slip. By this time all we wanted to do was eat and go to bed.

Day 2 - Tuesday
Up bright and early to the garage. Our luck held, and within an hour the

van was fixed and we were back in business. Back at the harbour the roads
were busy with tourists, but the white horses out in Raasay Sound indicated
that it would not be busy out there! The slip in Portree is situated in a narrow
busy street, though the slip itself is excellent. A concrete surface running
down into deep water at all states of the tide. Once the boat was loaded and
launched I took the van and trailer back to the car park and we were ready to
go. The skipper of a large charter yacht confirmed that it was rather lively
outside the shelter of the harbour. We put two reefs in the main sail and set
off to have a look. From the entrance it was obvious that the safest direction
was NW across the sound towards Raasay. On a previous cruise we had
struggled to find a safe haven that is supposed to exist on the west coast of
Raasay. On this occasion we saw another yacht come through Caol Rona
between Raasay and Rona and slip down behind a small island (Eilean
Fladday). We followed to have a look, but decided that as it was too early to
be stopping for the night and that the conditions were not that bad we would
continue. It was slack water as we went through Caol Rona, but once through
the sea state changed dramatically. Large breaking waves were coming down
the Inner Sound, the prospect of going southwards towards the Crowlin
Islands was very poor, and so we decided to head northwards for Sheildaig.
Although this was a long way away, we had found Sheildaig on a previous
wild trip and new that there was the likelihood of a mooring for the night, and
even a pint in the pub! We soon decided that goose-winging in large waves
was not for us, so we dropped the main completely and sailed on a broad
reach under jib alone. Very quickly we covered the distance to the mouth of



Loch Torridon. We knew that once we tumed the comer we would get some
shelter from the land. After a brsk sail down Loch Torridon we arrived at
Sheildaig.

Sheildaig:- A small village at the head of outer Loch Tonidon. Many of the
houses are very sought after holiday homes. Although a long drive is required
to get there it is a magical spot for a sailing holiday. There is a good pub, slip,
public toilets and water supply. What more does a Wayfarer need? As you
approach the village stand well off the shore, between the large and small
islands. There are many rocks between the shore and the small island. (This
we realised when we noticed that the seagulls were standing not swimming.)

This year there were many fewer moorings. Though we only needed one.
Later, talking to the local fishermen it transpired that several of them had
moved away as the fishing had declined.

Day 3 - Wednesday
In complete contrast to the previous day we ghosted round into Upper

Loch Torridon, drfting on the tide. We drfted in on the tide, but the cloud was
almost down to sea level shrouding any view that we may have enjoyed. Bill
curled up and went to sleep. As we drifted back out I felt a bump. Thinking we
had hit a rock I looked over the stern and saw the most enormous jellyfish
float on up the loch. At the mouth of the loch the tide was beginning to rush in.
No place to be floating around, so we put the engine on and motored back to
our mooring.

Day 4 - Thursday
We woke to a very pleasant breeze. The cloud base was still very low,

all the indications were that it would not get too windy. We made the decision
to aim for Uig on the Isle of Skye. Again we knew there was very good
likelihood of picking up a sheltered mooring in the harbour. As we sailed out of
Loch Torridon the cloud dropped lower, the rain came vertically down in
torrents and the wind died totally. Decision time, do we tum round and go
back to Sheildaig or continue. We had plenty of fuel and knew we could buy
more at Uig. We pulled up our hoods and started the motor. We then motored
across on a compass bearing. The water was inky black and flat. This was the
first time either of us had sailed these waters at this time of the year. There
were thousands of young sea birds sat on the water. We saw several groups
of porpoises feeding. We watched them circling round shoals of fish,
gathering them together before devouring them and moving on. They were
totally unconcemed by us motoring by. Beyond Eilean Trodday a breeze got
up and we managed to sail almost to Uig where we picked up a mooring for
the night.

Day 5 - Friday
The weather had cleared, the sun was shining and more importantly

the waves had dropped out in the Minch. Today was the day to go across to
Harris. Our objective was the harbour at Tarbert which according to the pilot
book has numerous moorings beyond the ferry terminal. The sail across was
wonderful. The air was crystal clear, slowly Skye receded and the Outer Isles



began to fill the skyline. The entrance to Tarbert is marked by a lighthouse
and a merchant boat that cut the corner and landed on some of the many
rocks. Even in a Wayfarer we were very cautious feeling our way between all
the small islands, eventually we decided to follow the buoyed channel in. On
arrival at the small ferry terminal we were disappointed to find few moorings,
and all of them occupied. The sail across had taken all day, and we wanted to
be safely tied up before dark. Tarbet was obviously not our destination for the
night. We had two choices, we had passed several possible anchorages on
the way in, but they may have been doubtful if the wind returned, or we could
sail slightly further north to either North or South Scalpay . South Scalpay was
exposed to anything from the South or West, so the obvious choice was North
Scalpay. This as it turned out was a very good decision. Three yachts were
already at anchor when we arrived. The jetty was busy with fishing boats
arriving home for the weekend. We found a small section (4 square metres) of
T shaped fish farm frame firmly fixed to the bottom of the harbour. This was
ideal for the night, or as it turned out for the next 60 hours! As darkness came

* ~~in we tied up firmly alongside the fish farm frame and put the tent up. As we
settled in the wind returned and developed into a full blown storm.

Day 6 - Saturday.
Inside the tent everything was fine. Outside the world became very

wild. There was no thought of moving anywhere, not even the 200 yards to
the jetty. If we had loosened the tent it would have taken off never to be seen
again. Bill had his radio, I had the pilot book and the manual to my new GPS.
Never has a manual been so thoroughly read. The wind and rain never
relented all through Saturday and into Sunday morning.

Day 7 - Sunday.
The wind continued throughout the day. Occasional gusts threatened

to uproot everything, but the rain eased off and the sun came out. This
allowed us to go outside for a "walk" (3 metres maximum). By now I could
recite the GPS manual!

* ~~Day 8 - Monday.
Overnight the wind died down. The fishing boats left on the tide, and

we were able to go alongside. North Scalpay has benefited recently from
national charities. Children in Need have helped finance an excellent
playground for the children, but on the jetty is a new community hall with
toilets which were open! Having restocked at the local store we then decided
to sail out to the entrance of East Loch Tarbert and see what the conditions
were like. To our surprise the swell was not as large as we expected. We
decided that carrying on north past the Shiant Islands may not be good idea,
so we set off for Loch Dunvegan on the north coast of Skye. Before long we
realised that it was to be a long wet beat across. By changing course we
could broad reach with the waves coming over our shoulder and sail back to
Portree. The sun came out, and once we had changed course we again
enjoyed an exhilarating sail past Fladda-chuain on an empty sea. As we
sailed down the coast past Staffin Island, the scene of an exciting incident on
a previous cwuise we saw a whale blow in the distance off to the port side of
the boat. We watched it for several minutes before deciding to change course



to sail towards it. As we sailed closer it became apparent that it or by now
maybe they were coming towards us. What would happen? It was obvious
that we were much smaller than it. Neither of us will ever forget the next hour.
The whales (there were in deed two) swam alongside, around and under us.
After the first pass or two it was obvious that they were as interested in us as
we were in them. We then relaxed and enjoyed this close encounter with such
large animals. They were basically playing with us. Bill was desperate to
photograph them. Whichever side of the boat he stood they would surface on
the other. Eventually we dropped all sails and just wallowed with them around
us. They had no fear of us, one surfaced alongside, so dose that its breath
came over the boat as it blew, and we could have touched it with our oar.
Eventually after an hour they dived and disappeared with no trace. By now
evening was coming on and we still had several miles to go to Portree. We
started the motor and headed steadily for Portree. As we approached the
entrance to Portree a large number of birds were soaring above the cliffs at
Rubha na h-Airde Glaise, one was much larger than the others leading us to
wonder whether or not it was a sea eagle. We have since learned that it most
probably was as just north of Portree there is a viewing station for sea eagles.
Once safely back in the harbour we chose a HID blue mooring and headed for
the fish and chip shop on the harbour side. If you take the tourist boat you
might see Whales, Porpoises, Seals, Eagles, Puffins and Otters. As we had
seen them all bar Otters we decided it had been a good day! The GPS read
44 miles for the day.

Day 9. Tuesday.
Bill sailed the Other Woman down to Plockton in rain and very light

winds, whilst I drove the van and trailer round. Plocton Sailing Club made us
very welcome. It was their annual regatta to which we were invited to take
part. A number of Wayfarers were racing. We decided that with the ballast we
were carrying we would not be very competitive. However if you want a
holiday in magnificent scenery with sheltered sea sailing and good company,
contact Plocton Sailing Club.

Day 10 - Wednesday.
We woke to persistent rain and no wind. We decided that this was the

place to end the cruise. After breakfast we packed up and set off south back
to Cumbria. Both of us were still reflecting upon our sail with the whales.



Minke Whales.

Dive Sequesce of the Minke
Length: 8-10 metres (26-33 feet)

Lifespan about 50 years.

_~ <: This species is attracted to ships and often
approaches moving vessels. The Minke whale
is a fast swimmer and can keep pace with a ship
travelling at 24-30 knots per hour. A Minke
may suddenly appear alongside without
warning but it is unlikely to bow-ride.
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North Scalpay Harbour.
The section with railing, home for
60 hours.
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Two Minke whales alongside!



30 foot of Minke Whale close enough
to touch with an oar.
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